Efficient Processes
through Motion-Mining®
Capture and Analyze your Manual Processes
Automatically and Anonymously

Stay in Motion

The Motion-Mining® Technology
Human flexibility and adaptability play an important role in industrial value
creation, even in the age of digitalisation. However, the analysis and optimization of manual work steps often turns out to be costly and complicated.
Motion-Mining® enables an automatic and anonymous analysis of your manual
work processes, in a wide range of application areas ranging from logistics,
production to hospitals. Your employees are equipped with wearables (mobile
sensors) on their wrists and belts to record the various activities. The localization is done via miniature radio transmitters, so-called beacons. The acquired
data is analysed automatically. The activities and process steps are recognized
using a specially developed pattern recognition method based on deep
learning (artificial intelligence).
Compared to conventional analysis methods of manual work processes, the
Motion-Mining® analysis are based on a 40 to 80 times larger data basis. Optimize your process efficiency and ergonomics, automatically and anonymously
based on a comprehensive data.
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Consulting Service
Would you first like to try Motion-Mining® or do you wish to be assisted in the implementation of process analyses?
Since 2017 MotionMiners GmbH has been advising customers worldwide in the field of manual work processes. The projects are carried out
by experienced process engineers, who record the processes with the
help of Motion-Mining® technology. The captured data is then analysed
in detail. Based on the identified potentials, we develop individual
measures together with our customers. Finally, we present ways to
achieve more efficient and ergonomic work processes.
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Analysis Results
Heatmaps
Thanks to the localization you know how long your
employees stay in the individual regions of your
system. In addition, the used routes can be visualized
(iteratively) in order to identify inefficient ways. As part
of our consulting services, processes can be represented by spaghetti diagrams.
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Analyze the individual process steps, identify problems and raise potentials. Walking durations,
waiting times or time losses caused by clarification
cases are just some of the possibilities that can be
measured. With the extensive analysis toolset, you
can identify the actual potential of your processes
individually for each process and region.
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Statistical Evaluations
Due to the extensive data collected with Motion-Mining® various statistical evaluations are possible. For
example, you can uncover previously unrecognized
process deviations using outlier analyzes to improve
the processes within your company (e.g., delay of
tugger train). Benchmarks with comparable processes
are also possible.
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By recognizing and subsequently reducing ergonomic risks, you improve the working conditions of
your employees. This can lead to a reduced
sickness absence and increase employee satisfaction. The Motion-Mining® results can be transferred
to common ergonomic methods (e.g., EAWS, Key
Indicator Method).
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The Manual Process Intelligence:
Our Product Solution is the Ideal Addition to our Consulting Services
We have learned a lot from the experience gained during more than 35 consulting projects with 30 customers
in over 10 countries. We have used this experience to further develop Motion-Mining® technology. Together
with our customers we have now integrated our knowledge of processes, mobile sensor technology and
artificial intelligence into a product solution and tested it in practice. The result is a mobile Motion-Mining®
solution that enables companies to independently analyze their processes in terms of efficiency and ergonomics. The measurement results are made available as KPIs and visualizations such as diagrams or heat maps
in an analysis dashboard.
The Manual Process Intelligence is the Motion-Mining® product solution that enables our customers to independently carry out Motion-Mining® projects, starting with the process definition up to the evaluation of the
final result.

Extensive Analysis with the MPI - Simple, Fast and Efficient
1 Layout Definition

Create a measurement
scenario in your layout
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Interpretation

Optimize your process
based on the results

2 Process Recording

Capture your process anonymously
with Motion-Mining® technology

MPI - platform

4 MotionMiners AI

Automatic evaluation
by our AI
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Process Definition

Upload your measurement data
and define your process

Each MPI-project is divided into five simple steps. After determining the area to be analyzed and the subsequent process recording with the Motion-Mining® hardware, you can define your process in detail in the dashboard. The collected data is then automatically analyzed and processed by the MotionMiners AI, a highly
specialized artificial intelligence.
Use the analysis dashboard to generate and analyze diagrams and identify hidden optimization potential in
the areas of efficiency and ergonomics.

Analysis Dimensions of the Manual Process Intelligence (MPI)
In our MPI solution you can find the following analysis dimensions:
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